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The Problem



The Problem

50 mm slip has been defined as potentially damaging for

the spent nuclear fuel canisters in the KBS-3 concept.
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Figure 1. Potential fractures in KBS-3V. Source: Posiva 2017-01.



Secondary Fractures

Secondary fractures may occur near

larger discontinuities that slip.

The larger the discontinuity, the more

likely it is to cause secondary

displacements exceeding 50 mm.
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Figure 2. Secondary fractures in yellow.

Source: Posiva 2017-01 after Fälth & Hökmark 2015.



The Solution



The Solution

Determine the mechanical properties of rock joints

and demonstrate that 50 mm slip does not occur.

The two most promising methods to achieve this are:

1. Large scale in-situ tests or

2. Small scale laboratory tests and upscaling
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More problems



More problems

Large scale in-situ tests

Spatially unrepresentative, difficult to interpret, and expensive

Small scale laboratory tests

Scale effect, upscaling, and validation
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KARMO



Goal

The research problem is obtaining the mechanical parameters for

over 10 m long rock joints. Natural scale experiments are expensive

and unrepresentative. Laboratory experiments are affordable and

quantitative, but the scale effect is a factor to be taken in account.

The goal is to produce a method to obtain

the mechanical parameters of rock joints.
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Continuum
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KARMO I 2014 - PILOT

KARMO I developed a methodology for replicating fractures to 

facilitate testing under various loading conditions and scales with

identical fracture surface. The method in short is:

1. Photogrammetric capture of joint geometry

2. (Optional) Arbitrary subsampling or rescaling

3. 3D printed plastic casting molds

4. Mortar replica casting

5. Testing in shear box 
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KARMO II 2015-16 PHOTOGRAMMETRY

KARMO II advanced the further development of fracture mapping

methodology using photogrammetry to better capture the observed

critical structures. In summary the process is:

1. Systematic photogrammetric capture of joint geometry

2. Noise removal and cropping

3. Resampling at target window size

4. Directional roughness measurements

5. Directional shear strength predictions
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KARMO III 2017-18 MODELLING

KARMO III is developing methodology to analyse the mechanical

behaviour of rock joints using the measured directional roughness

and how to compute the equivalent parameters for legacy software. 

In summary the process is:

1. Digital virtual shear testing series using true geometry

2. Validation against real tests up to 2 m in length

3. Quantification of the scale effect

4. Upscaling methodology

5. Final reporting
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Research Methods
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Milestones

- 2 major laboratory experiments:

2 m x 1 m  (ASPERT) &  0.50 m x 0.25 m (AMPERT)

- 3 invention disclosures:

=>  1 funded TUTL project (FRACTUSCAN)

- 12 deliverables:

6 theses (2 MSc, 4 BSc), 6 scientific publications
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Status

KARMO III 2017-2018 goal is to verify the photogrammetric 

method using numerical modelling and shear test experiments.

Fredrik Johansson and Francisco Ríos Bayona (KTH, Sweden)

visited Aalto on 21.04.2017 to discuss international cooperation in 

numerical modelling of shearing of fresh, unweathered rock joints. 

Sivi Kivivirta has published a 2D numerical modelling BSc thesis.

Retest of 2 m x 1 m shear-push configuration in December.
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Cooperation
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KYT2018

BEDROCK Research Projects

KARMO Mikael Rinne, Aalto

Mechanical properties of rock joints

ROSA Eeva-Liisa Laine, GTK
Fracture simulator, which respects the measured fracture length and orientation distributions



International cooperation

KTH, Sweden Geomechanica, Canada ROSA, Finland

200 mm x 200 mm Irazu FEM-DEM
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Plan

The following items are planned in KARMO III term 2017-2018:

- Retesting of the 2 m x 1 m in push shear configuration

=> testing of Johansson & Stille 2014 scale effect hypothesis

- Numerical modelling of KTH’s 60x60 & 200x200 and

Aalto’s 500x250 and 2000x1000 [mm] samples

=> verification of the developed photogrammetric method

- Final reporting & dissemination of results
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Expected Outcomes

The main outcomes of the KARMO research continuum will be:

1. New method for photogrammetric digitization of rock joint roughness

2. Experimentally verified rock joint shear strength prediction

3. 7 new experts trained in the field: 1 PhD + 2 MSc + 4 BSc
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Utilization Plan

The industrial outcomes of KARMO enable:

1. Affordable and accurate photogrammetric recording of rock joints

2. Predicting shear strength using the recorded roughness of joints

3. Extraction of mechanical parameters of rock joints for

large scale numerical modelling of jointed rock mass

The scientific outcomes of KARMO enable:

4. Virtual rock joint shearing using numerical modelling

5. Further fundamental research in mechanics of rock joints and

scale effect using the large scale laboratory experiments
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Discussion

The replication method had too high losses during the mortar replication 

and change of replication material might help.

The photogrammetric method is sensitive to human influence and the 

method should be automatized.

If scale effect disappears for fully mated joints, it may be possible to 

account for the scale effect using matedness.
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Suggestions for future research

If we can accurately model a single mated, unweathered rock joint

the obvious next step is a simple fractured rock mass.

Old natural rock joints are usually poorly mated and the logical next

step is to introduce unmatedness.

Large samples of 5 m in length or more can be tested in tilt tests to 

empirically find the critical joint length. 
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Long term goals

For Discrete Fracture Networks, KARMO offers a methodology to find

the shortest rock joint which needs to be taken in consideration and 

to limit the longest rock joint which should be taken in account.

The KARMO methods work universally for CNL (geometry driven) 

and CNS (intact material driven) and any intermediate mixed modes.

Ultimately, KARMO is contributing towards the creation of the

synthetic rock mass (spatially distributed intact material and DFN)
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Deliverables

1. Rakogeometrian jäljentäminen 3D-teknologialla English translation

2. Quantifying loss of geometrical features in downscaling of rock joint surfaces using shear box replica 

series

3. A method to downscale joint surface roughness and to create replica series using 3D printed molds 

4. Rakopinnan karkeuden mittaaminen fotogrammetrisesti English translation

5. Itsetiivistyvä betoninen jäljennysmateriaali rakopinnoille English translation

6. Requirements for initial data in photogrammetric recording of rock joint surfaces

7. Determination of joint mechanical parameters for stability analysis in a low stress open pit mines

8. Pull experiment to validate photogrammetrically predicted friction angle of rock discontinuities

9. Determination of joint mechanical parameters for stability analysis in low stress open pit mines

10. Photogrammetric calculation of JRC for rock slope support design

11. Kiven leikkauskokeen numeerinen mallintaminen ydinjätteen loppusijoituksessa

12. Pull experiment to validate photogrammetrically predicter friction angle of rock discontinuities
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http://urn.fi/URN:NBN:fi:aalto-201405071769
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/15954177/Yorke 2014 Rakogeometrian j%C3%A4ljent%C3%A4minen 3D-teknologialla english extended abstract.pdf
https://aaltodoc.aalto.fi/handle/123456789/20560
https://research.aalto.fi/en/publications/a-method-to-downscale-joint-surface-roughness-and-to-create-replica-series-using-3d-printed-molds(0ae7ea6b-f36d-4428-8781-f767b2618b0e).html
http://urn.fi/URN:NBN:fi:aalto-201506033095
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/15954177/Kallio 2015 Rakopinnan karkeuden mittaaminen fotogrammetrisesti english translation.pdf
http://urn.fi/URN:NBN:fi:aalto-201506033137
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/15954177/Tolvanen 2015 Itsetiivistyv%C3%A4 betoninen j%C3%A4ljennysmateriaali rakopinnoille english translation.pdf
https://aaltodoc.aalto.fi/handle/123456789/19226
https://research.aalto.fi/en/publications/determination-of-joint-mechanical-parameters-for-stability-analysis-in-low-stress-open-pit-mines(50656552-1fa1-4046-87f5-d592b7a3a0fc).html
http://urn.fi/URN:NBN:fi:aalto-201609224184
https://research.aalto.fi/en/publications/determination-of-joint-mechanical-parameters-for-stability-analysis-in-low-stress-open-pit-mines(50656552-1fa1-4046-87f5-d592b7a3a0fc).html
https://research.aalto.fi/en/publications/photogrammetric-calculation-of-jrc-for-rock-slope-support-design(419a8ab2-e556-4d8f-aede-235374345b43).html
https://www.dropbox.com/s/3pf43usj20whyyr/Kandi_Sivi_Kivivirta_final.pdf?dl=0
https://research.aalto.fi/en/publications/pull-experiment-to-validate-photogrammetrically-predicted-friction-angle-of-rock-discontinuities(70fd9248-a34a-4894-9c47-fe7a8d069d40).html


Thank you!
Lauri.Uotinen@aalto.fi
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